
UC RIVERSIDE - Student Comments of Instructor,
Discussion Courses - Fall 2012 

Course:  MATH 005 Section:  013 
Instructor:  Brandon Hector Coya

Question # 20: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

Overall, the TA has been an effective teacher. His notes were easy to understand and take. He knows the material very well so when we have
questions, he answers all of them which shows that he knows what he's talking about. His calm and confident demeanor is approachable, and
he is gentle and polite, a strict but flexible teacher. He's dedicated: I don't think any of us has been to his office hours and he says so in class
that we don't, but he continues to encourage us to come. Even though he and the class both know well that we hardly come to office hours, he
still takes the time to be in the office anyways even when he's feeling ill. He cares for his students: for example, we all did very poorly in this one
quiz, and the next day he sent all of us an email telling us to study harder and to whip ourselves into shape and tell us to try to do our best next
time. Besides teaching in class, he also hands his support outside of class. In discussions, while he's teaching he would make small jokes that
would make us laugh and lighten the mood. 

Speaks in a monotone. It was easy to fall asleep in his class.

No suggestions. This class was great!

There was not a question that Brandon could not answer and answer clearly. Very good with his explanations. His penmanship on the
whiteboard is not the best but it does not take away from his teaching

Brandon is an extremely helpful TA, willing to extend his already extensive office hours just before midterms and finals so we can come in and
ask any questions we have pertaining to the material. He answers questions thoroughly and teaches topics more effectively than my high school
precalculus teacher could ever dream to. I owe a good deal of my success in Math05 to his and Professor Villa's easily approachable demeanor
and effectiveness at teaching. I am extremely happy that I got him as a TA, and I'm sure the rest of us in his classes will agree.

Brandon Coya was a great T.A. for Math 005. He came to class prepared and ready to begin the lecture. He presented the material in an
exciting and interesting way. I'm glad I had Brandon as my T.A.

He always made himself available for any questions we may have and gave us his encouragement to look for him during office hours in order to
improve our scores.

He was kind of awkward at the beginning of the quarter, but I think he got settled in. He seems to be the only T.A. who made himself available for
midterm reviews. A big plus for whoever had his discussion section.

Brandon was extremely helpful throguhout the duration of the course. He is funny, smart, and will do anything to make sure the students
understand the materials. He is by far the best TA I have had this quarter. 

Good at explaining math and it looked like he was trying his best to help us with the course. 

Brandon was very clear and always easy to understand. 

very helpful. willing to inform and aid. very friendly

Is an extremely helpful ta who not only understands the subject matter but encourages each student to perform their best. 

He did a GREAT job. Helped me a lot and encouraged me through emails. I got the sense that he actually cared about us students. He was
constantly encouraging office hour visits and always made himself available. I would not have done well in this class without having him as my
TA. Only complaint is that he went to San Dimas High School. 




